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This special issue on Music, Brain, & Cognition aims to shed light on some of the
key issues in current and future music research and technology. Cognitive Musicology
was envisaged by Seifert (1993) and Leman (1994) to be composed from diverse dis-
ciplines such as brain research and artificial intelligence striving for a more scientific
understanding of the phenomenon of music. One and a half decades following the special
issue on Music and Creativity in Connection Science, edited by Griffith and Todd (1994),
this issue, again, demonstrates how the horizons in the field have continued to expand.
In recent years, computational neuroscience has attracted great aspirations, exemplified
by the silicon retina (Chow et al. 2004) and the ambitious Blue Brain project that aims
at revolutionizing computers by replacing their microcircuits by models of neocortical
columns (Markram 2006). Research activity in auditory neuroscience, applied to music in
particular, is catching up with the scientific advances in vision research. Shamma (2001)
proposed that the same neural processing takes place for the visual as well as for the au-
ditory domain. Other researchers suggested biologically inspired models specific to the
auditory domain. E.g. Smith and Lewicki (2006) decompose musical signals into gamma-
tone functions that resemble the impulse response of the basilar membrane measured in
cats.

The fast advancement of Brain Computer Interface (BCI) (Blankertz et al. 2004) and
brain imaging methodology such as the electroencephalogram has further encouraged
music research. Brain imaging grants access to music-related brain processes directly
rather than circuitously via psychological experiments and verbal feedback by the sub-
jects. A lot of experimental work in auditory neuroscience has been performed, in par-
ticular exploring the innate components of music abilities. In developmental studies of
music, magnetoencephalograms have been used to study fetal music perception (Eswaran
et al. 2002). mismatch negativity in newborns has shown how babies discriminate pitch,
timbre, and rhythm (Stefanics et al. 2007). A summary of electroencephalogram research
in music leads Koelsch and Siebel (2005) to a physiologically inspired model composed
of modules e.g. for gestalt formation and structure building where the special features of
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the model are the feedback connections enabling structural reanalysis and repair.
We may assume a functional and physiological separation between sequential process-

ing (related to musical syntax and grammar), Broca’s area (Maess et al. 2001), and the
processing of timing information, right temporal auditory cortex and superior temporal
gyrus (Peretz and Zatorre 2005). Sequential processing can be seen as a statistical learn-
ing (Saffran et al. 1999), in this case, learning N-th order transition sequences (Saffran
et al. 1999). The idea of statistical learning has been anticipated by Leibniz (1734): “Mu-
sic is the hidden mathematical endeavor of a soul unconscious it is calculating.” On the
other hand, timing information is closely related to movement planning and kinematics.
The relation between timing aspects of music and movement is emphasized by the con-
cept of mirror neurons. A mirror neuron would not only be active when the individual is
articulating themselves vocally but also when the individual is observing or listening to
another individual articulating a communicative sound. Prather et al. (2008) have found
neurons in the sparrow’s forebrain that establish an auditory-vocal correspondence. Mod-
els of musical timing are often based on oscillators, Fourier transform, or autocorrelation.

Adaptability is an important topic on the agenda of roadmaps for the development of
music technology. Adaptability helps transferring knowledge to new situations, users, or
music styles. During a computer-assisted musical performance, a human performer may
create new ideas (introduce new motifs, rhythms, harmonies, use new playing techniques).
His mechanic companion would be required to identify the novelty and reply directly, not
waiting until the musical conversation has ended. In music information retrieval, solutions
have been developed to solve specialized tasks, to detect particular genres such as Cuban
Son or Hip-hop, to identify keys such as major and minor, or to distinguish between a 3/4
and a 4/4 meter. But would such a system be useful to identify a Cuban Hip-hop cross-over
in a Blues scale and in 4/5 meter? How is the perception of a musical event influenced
by the context of previous musical development and high-level structure? Active learning
has been suggested to aid the user in rapidly organizing collections of sounds according
to the user’s own criteria (Adiloglu et al. 2008).

The general success of Bayesian networks inspired cognitive science as well, develop-
ing models of concept learning, inference, and surprise (Itti and Baldi 2005, Tenenbaum
et al. 2006, Purwins et al. 2008). Bayesian networks have proven to be an approach well
suited to address some of the most vital phenomena in music, such as beat, expectation,
attention, tension, interestingness, and surprise (Huron 2006). Maess et al. (2001) have
identified neurological correlates of harmonic expectation. Fox et al. (2007) suggested a
variational Bayesian system for beat and rhythm recognition that exploits prior knowledge
in semi-improvised systems. Browne and Fox (2007) extracted a global tension structure
from a piece and used it for automated composition.

The presented papers in this special issue show some of the variety of recent and differ-
ent approaches tackling the prominent issues in music cognition and technology.

Abdallah and Plumbley use time-varying information measures and relate them to the
perception of structure and to aesthetic goodness. Their work goes beyond simply mea-
suring information content intrinsic to a piece of music. They suggest a subjective theory
of response incorporating in their model the experience of the subject perceiving the mu-
sic. The predictive information is defined as the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the
predictive distribution knowing and not knowing the present. Thereby, events with high
information gain can be identified. In addition, points of surprise and structural boundaries
are detected.

Hazan et al. build a system for generation of musical expectation that operates on music
in audio data format. The auditory front-end segments the musical stream and extracts
both timbre and time description. In an initial bootstrap phase, an unsupervised clustering
process builds up and maintains a set of different sound classes. The resulting sequence of
symbols is then processed by a multi-scale technique based on n-grams. Model selection
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is performed during a bootstrap phase via the Akaike information criterion.
Pérez Sancho et al. focus on automatic genre classification by exploring the symbolic

approach, bringing to music cognition some technologies, like the stochastic language
models, already successfully applied to text categorization. They explore some genres and
sub-genres among popular, jazz, and academic music trying to investigate the limit of us-
ing harmonic information under these models. Pérez-Sancho et al. continue to present and
discuss results at the different levels of the genre hierarchy for the techniques employed.

Durrant et al. employ both a general linear model (GLM) and a support vector machine
(SVM) to classify stimulus conditions (tonal or atonal) on the basis of the BOLD signal
of novel data, and the prediction performance is evaluated. A more detailed assessment
of the SVM performance reveals that the SVM is successfully identifying voxels relevant
to the classification, and it is this that allows it to perform well in the classification task
in spite of very noisy data and stimuli that involve higher order cognitive functions and
considerably inter-subject variation in neural response.

Bharucha suggests a hierarchical scheme that builds key from frequency spectra through
pitch, pitch class, and chords by self-organization. It is shown how tonal centers and pitch
salience emerge. The model accounts for fusion and pattern completion if sufficient con-
text is available. A qualitative evaluation is performed in the light of various psychological
experiments. It is discussed how fusion plays a role in the formation of pitch and harmony.

Coath et al. apply a biophysically motivated model of auditory salience to onset and
beat detection. After being filtered by an auditory front-end, the transients are enhanced
by calculating the skewness. The onset transient activity is further processed by a filter
that maximizes correlation with the formative sounds. A continuous wavelet transform
together with a weighting according to perceptually plausible beats, yields an oscillogram
of rhythmic frequencies, resulting in a beat detector.

Almansa and Delicado use functional principal component analysis (FPCA) to investi-
gate expressive timing in performances of Schumann’s Träumerei. FPCA proofs to cap-
ture the performance’s tempo characteristics as well as agogic subtleties (phrase structure,
fermata). Deviations from the mean tempo curve are decomposed into prominent eigen-
functions. Each eigenfunction represents an expressive timing mode, with the eigenvalues
indicating the prominence of these expressive features. This yields a dimension reduction
of the performance data enabling clustering according to performance styles.

Hoover and Stanley design a model of music composition - more general: of musical
creativity - that is based on the functional relationship between instrumental parts in en-
semble playing. The system is built on a compositional pattern producing network. The
user selects a pattern for the next generation of an evolutionary cycle. Thereby the net-
work structure incrementally grows. In addition a so-called conductor, a hidden function,
endows the drum track with a beat-relative contour on its own, independent from the mu-
sical partner instruments. Examples are given for automatic percussion accompaniment
provided an ensemble of salient melodic and harmonic instruments.

Paiement et al. present a model that is capable of predicting and generating melodies
using a combination of Bayesian networks, clustering, rhythmic self-similarity and a spe-
cial representation of melody. The method exploits the self-similarity of a piece and the
dyadic organization of its rhythmic structure. Then the occurring distances between rhyth-
mical patterns are clustered. The continuation of a melody is predicted conditioned on the
chord root, chord type, and Narmour group of recent melodic notes.
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